In cold winter weather, the air-cooled condensers (ACCs) face serious freezing risks, especially with part load of the power generating unit. Therefore, it is of benefit to investigate the heat transfer process between the turbine exhaust steam and cooling air, by which the freezing mechanism of the finned tube bundles can be revealed. In this work, the flow and heat transfer models of the cooling air coupling with the circulating water, are developed and numerically simulated for the anti-freezing analysis on basis of the finned tube bundles of the condenser cell. The local air-side heat transfer coefficient, condensate film development, and non-condensable gas development are obtained and analyzed in detail. The results show that, the most freezing risk happens at the fin base due to the highest air-side cooling capacity, besides the windward velocity, ambient temperature and turbine back pressure all determine the freezing risk with the constant inlet flow rate of the non-condensable gas. Furthermore, increasing fin thickness and decreasing fan rotating speed are the most effective anti-freezing measures. Additionally, increasing turbine back pressure can also be adopted to avoid ACC freezing, however the adjustment of outlet steam-air flow is not recommended.
Introduction
Air cooled condensers (ACCs) have been increasingly developed in large scale thermal power plants around the world, owing to their substantial water conservation [1] . Generally, an ACC consists of dozens of condenser cells in a rectangular array, and each condenser cell is composed by "Λ" frame finned tube bundles with an axial flow fan below so that ambient air can be driven to pass through the heat exchangers to remove the heat rejection from exhaust steam. However, in cold winter, the cooling air can easily take away the entire heat load of the exhaust steam, which result in a freezing risk of the finned tube bundles. In such a case, it is necessary to study the heat transfer mechanism between the cold air and exhaust steam, which may be beneficial to the safe and energy efficient operation of ACC in power plants.
In past decades, the air-side thermo-flow performances of finned tube bundles have been thoroughly investigated by means of wind tunnel experiments [2, 3] , as well as numerical simulations [4, 5] . Nebuloni and Thome proposed a theoretical and numerical model to predict film condensation and flow boiling heat transfer in mini and micro-channels of different internal shapes [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, most attention was paid to the thermal resistance of cooling air, and few studies have been carried out on the anti-freezing issues of ACCs. It's worth noting that the cooling air in cold winter has a huge heat capacity when it flows through the condenser cell, and can carry off the maximum heat load of the turbine exhaust steam. Furthermore, for the counter-flow heat exchangers of ACCs, the freezing risk occurs more intentionally because that as the end of the in tube condensation process, the air leaking into low pressure tube side is rich. As also noticed, although the finned flat
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Physical Model
The three-dimensional heat exchanger bundle of the condenser cell in a typical ACC is shown in Figure 1a . The exhaust steam flows into a flat tube bundle from the bottom, while the cooling air flows through the wavy fins along the long axis of the tube. Generally, the finned tube bundle is settled with a slant angle of 60 • to horizontal direction. The detailed geometric parameters are shown in Figure 1b . freezing risk occurs more intentionally because that as the end of the in tube condensation process, the air leaking into low pressure tube side is rich. As also noticed, although the finned flat tube has more advantages in preventing ACC freezing [10] , freezing risks still happen in most direct dry cooling systems in northern China when the power load is lowered. Conclusively, it is critical to investigate the mechanisms of steam condensation as well as the thermo-flow characteristics of cold air for the heat exchanger bundles of ACCs. With regard to the freezing mechanism, several studies have focused on the multi-row tube bundles [11, 12] . Besides, some operating measures in practical engineering such as the control logic and adjustment were also proposed for the axial flow fans in ACC power plants [13, 14] . On the other hand, Wang [15] raised the total mass flow rate of circulating water to avoid the freezing risk in a natural draft dry cooling system, and switched off the sectors which are most likely affected further [16] . Chen [17] concentrated on the airside by adapting the opening degree of the louvers, but unfortunately, the freezing mechanisms as well as anti-freezing measures for single row finned flat tubes which are usually adopted for ACC, have hardly been mentioned. In this research, the numerical and mathematical models of finned tube bundles for ACCs are established to characterize the local air-side heat transfer coefficient, development of condensate film, and non-condensable gas impacts, which may disclose the freezing mechanism of ACCs. What's more, the dominant parameters as the steam inlet flow rate, non-condensable gas density, windward velocity, ambient temperature, as well as turbine back pressure are investigated for their effects on the anti-freezing of air-cooled condenser. This research may contribute to the safe and energetic operation of ACCs in power plants.
Modeling and Methods
Physical Model
The three-dimensional heat exchanger bundle of the condenser cell in a typical ACC is shown in Figure 1a . The exhaust steam flows into a flat tube bundle from the bottom, while the cooling air flows through the wavy fins along the long axis of the tube. Generally, the finned tube bundle is settled with a slant angle of 60° to horizontal direction. The detailed geometric parameters are shown in Figure 1b . 
Numerical Model
In our study, ANSYS FLUENT is selected as the CFD tool to explore the heat transfer process. The numerical domain is shown in Figure 2a , which is separated into three sections so that the air flow and heat transfer characteristics, development of condensate film around the inside the tube wall, as well as the mass transfer between steam and non-condensable air mixtures on vapor-liquid interface inside the tube, can be obtained. For the computational domain, the grid independence is carried out with the final grid number as 501,032.
fins as region 4. For each section, the air-side convective heat transfer coefficient can be obtained by the numerical model except for region 3, which gives as follows:
Q is heat rate, Δtm is logarithmic average temperature difference, Ar is the surface area of tube base wall, and ηf is the fin efficiency. The air-side convective heat transfer coefficient will provide a boundary for the further analysis.
For the air flow and heat transfer characteristics of the finned flat tube, the governing equations are developed. Since the heat exchanger used in this paper is the same as the [18] , moreover, the simulation carried before with k-omega model is based on a rectangular finned elliptical tubes, the kω-SST model is adopted for closing the governing equations due to the good prediction for the turbulence flow of viscous fluid [18] . Such an improvement is verified further in Menter's work [19] . As shown in Figure 2 , the computational domain is extended for the sufficient upstream and downstream air flows. The base wall temperature of flat tube is set as a constant. The top and bottom faces are appointed as the periodic boundaries, while the fin wall as coupling conduction boundary. As further pointed out, the thermo-flow performances of cooling air provide the local heat transfer coefficients, so the convective boundary is calculated to achieve the steam condensation with the effects of the non-condensable gas also considered. As shown in Figure 2 for the side view of finned flat tube, it is divided into four typical sections, namely the air flow inlet arc as region 1, the air flow outlet arc as region 2, the flat tube wall with fins as region 3, and the flat tube wall without fins as region 4. For each section, the air-side convective heat transfer coefficient can be obtained by the numerical model except for region 3, which gives as follows:
Q is heat rate, ∆t m is logarithmic average temperature difference, A r is the surface area of tube base wall, and η f is the fin efficiency. The air-side convective heat transfer coefficient will provide a boundary for the further analysis.
For the air flow and heat transfer characteristics of the finned flat tube, the governing equations are developed. Since the heat exchanger used in this paper is the same as the [18] , moreover, the simulation carried before with k-omega model is based on a rectangular finned elliptical tubes, the kω-SST model is adopted for closing the governing equations due to the good prediction for the turbulence flow of viscous fluid [18] . Such an improvement is verified further in Menter's work [19] . As shown in Figure 2 , the computational domain is extended for the sufficient upstream and downstream air flows. The base wall temperature of flat tube is set as a constant. The top and bottom faces are appointed as the periodic boundaries, while the fin wall as coupling conduction boundary. The upstream and downstream surfaces are respectively set as velocity inlet and pressure outlet boundaries. The detailed meshes for the dry cooling tower and heat exchanger are shown in Figure 2b . For the central part, hexahedral structured grids are taken thanks to their regular and simple shape. For other sections, the tetrahedral unstructured grids are adopted due to the complicated geometric structure. The total number of cells in the inlet section and outlet section are 23,628 and 164,784 with the maximum skewness of 0.489806 and 0.396817 particularly, while the cells number of the tube section are 91,200 with a maximum skewness of 1.31328 × 10 −10 . Furthermore, the pressure-based solver is used to discretize the governing equations, with the SIMPLE algorithm of pressure-velocity coupling employed. Under a steady running condition, the air-side flow and heat transfer governing equations take the following form:
The second-order upwind differencing scheme is applied to the discretization of the governing equations for the momentum, energy, turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. A divergence-free criterion of 10 −4 based on the scaled residual is prescribed for the computations.
Condensate Film Development Inside Finned Flat Tube
With the aforementioned heat transfer coefficients, the boundaries can be set for the flow condensation model. For the steam flow condensation in tube, as well as the two-phase flow regime map, many investigations have been carried out, scholars have proposed many theoretical models about the steam flow condensation in tube, including VOF [20] , Level set [21] and the interface tracking method [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Both VOF and the Level set model are based on the number of grids, so as a result, one can hardly obtain an accurate result when the film is thin enough. In the view of interface tracking method, Wang et al. [22] [23] [24] utilized the integral method and obtained the condensate film development equation to predict film condensation in micro-channels. Fiedler et al. [25] [26] [27] [28] presented a study of stratified flow pattern for laminar reflux condensation of a pure saturated vapor in an inclined small diameter circular tube. In this research, a stratified flow pattern is assumed by the typical gravity driven condensation process. The interface tracking method is used to solve the hyperbolic equation, therefore the flow condensation model can be established. It is worth noting that, the flat tube wall is divided into four regions as aforementioned above, so the effects of the outside cooling air flow are specifically taken into consideration.
When the wet steam flows into the flat tube, the condensation begins and the condense film is formed on the inner wall of tube due to the cooling effects by air. Figure 3 shows the mechanisms of the flow and heat transfer process between the exhaust steam and cooling air in three dimensions. Y is the half curve length of the upper arc. x equals the distance from tube wall to the vapor-liquid interface, besides the condensate film thickness is measured in x direction. z is the axial direction, describing the axial position. r is the radial polar coordinate with origins as O1 and O2, while φ is the polar angle. In straight wall section, y represents the straight wall height.
Based on the assumption of the stratified flow regime, the condensate flow along the flat tube wall includes two directions, namely the steam main flow direction and the long axial direction of the flat tube which is caused by gravitational force gcosθ. Furthermore, the vapor shear force tends to pull the condensate in the main flow direction. Additionally, the weak surface tension is considered in the arc region, which may pull the condensate film in the peripheral direction.
In order to obtain the inside flow performances of the finned tube, the momentum, energy and diffusion equations for steam-air mixture and the momentum and energy equations for condensate film must be solved simultaneously. What's more, the energy as well as mass conversation of the condensing constituents is taken consideration, so that the interfacial mass flux of non-condensable gas can be kept as zero. 
Mathematical Model of Condensation
The experiment has been carried out in our previous work [29] . A water cooled visualization condensation test system is designed and built for an indirect study on the flow regime of condensation process in a condenser. Base on the observed stratified flow regime, a theoretical model is built for condensation flow and heat transfer process including condensate water bath development on the arc wall and condensate film development on the other wall. Especially, for condensate film on the wall, a hyperbolic equation is proposed. Considering the convection and conservation characteristic in the equation, a solution algorithm for steady conservation equation is produced by combination of the conjugate gradient method, the Newton method and simulated annealing method, which can avoid the complex of traditional non-steady method. The visualization results indicate that the flow regime of condensation process is stratified flow regime and the corresponding theoretical calculation results indicate that the condensate film thickness on the wall is far less than condensate bath height, which is in the 1 mm order of magnitude, and leads to high condensation heat transfer coefficient. The results supply grounds for judging the onset position of freezing in flat tube under air cooling condition in power plant in winter.
The mass flow rate of steamside varies specifically from 58, 47.5, 38.5, 29 and 23 kg·h −1 . The mass flow rate of waterside is adjusted until the steam is condensated. And the results show the mass flow rate varies from 650, 500, 370, 310 and 250, specifically. According to the experimental observation, the condensation happens in the typical regions as the top arc, the side wall, and the bottom condensate pool. The mathematical models are specifically described as follows.
Top Arc Region
The steady-state flow is assumed with considering the various force balances as the shear stress, gravity, and pressure gradient induced by surface tension. The momentum equation in the peripheral direction is expressed by:
where u ϕ is the velocity component in peripheral direction, and pt is the pressure difference due to the effect of surface tension, which gives:
where σ is the surface tension coefficient and rc is the radius of the condensation surface given by: 
Mathematical Model of Condensation
Top Arc Region
where u φ is the velocity component in peripheral direction, and p t is the pressure difference due to the effect of surface tension, which gives:
where σ is the surface tension coefficient and r c is the radius of the condensation surface given by:
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The momentum equation in the axial direction for condense pool on the semicircle wall follows:
The energy equation takes:
The boundaries for the Equations (2), (5) and (6) are listed as follows:
For r = r i = R − δ i :
where the interface shear stress is given by:
where the first term results from interface shear stress without interface mass transfer, and the second term corresponds to the momentum transfer induced by interface mass transfer. The steam velocity wv can be obtained from local steam flow and position of phase interface. The liquid interface velocity w l,i results from Equation (5). The friction factor c f results from reference [30] , given by integrating Equations (2), (5) and (6) subject to boundary conditions (7)- (11) across the film yields: 
Further, the condense flow rate in the peripheral direction and the axial direction of grid is:
Energies 2017, 10, 1872 (19) where:
For thin condensate film, the pressure in two sides of interface is consistent which abides by boundary theory for the consistent pressure. The pressure of steam main flow can be computed by the Equation (22): dp dz
where A g is the area of steam flow section, and the S i the area of perimeter of the two-phase interface in section.
Straight Wall Region
For the steady-state flow, the momentum equation in the peripheral direction for condense film on the straight wall gives:
where u is the velocity component in peripheral direction, and p t is the pressure difference due to the effect of surface tension, given by Equation (8) . r c is the radius of the condensation surface given by:
The momentum equation in the axial direction for condense film on the straight wall follows:
The energy equation of condensate film is:
The boundaries for the Equations (23), (25) and (26) are set:
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Integrating Equations (23), (25) and (26) subject to boundary conditions Equations (27)-(31) across the film yields:
2.4.3. Development of Condensation Figure 4 shows the control volume of condensate film on inner wall of flat tube. In the x direction of the fundamental cell, one face is the condensation wall, while the other is the two-phase interface. For the two faces, the condensate from the condensation heat transfer is equivalent to the quality source, and the flow through the two faces is equivalent to zero. F is defined as the control volume condensate flow or the grid peripheral flow in y direction. G is defined as the grid axial flow in z direction.
2.4.3. Development of Condensation Figure 4 shows the control volume of condensate film on inner wall of flat tube. In the x direction of the fundamental cell, one face is the condensation wall, while the other is the two-phase interface. For the two faces, the condensate from the condensation heat transfer is equivalent to the quality source, and the flow through the two faces is equivalent to zero. F is defined as the control volume condensate flow or the grid peripheral flow in y direction. G is defined as the grid axial flow in z direction. exchange amount of control volume, h fg is latent heat, q is heat flux of control volume, and the control equation can be reported as follows:
where:
Equation (37) can be transformed into Equation (40):
In arc wall region:
In vertical wall region:
Boundary conditions:
Equations (37) or (40), subject to the boundary conditions of Equations (43)- (45) and (52), can be solved numerically by a finite control volume scheme.
Condensate Pool Model
The condensate film is initially formed at the top position of the flat tube and develops along the flow direction. A thin liquid film is formed on the condense wall. However, in the bottom of the tube section, the transition of peripheral velocity from a considerable value to zero is proceeding because of the decreasing gravity component and the increasing normal stress in peripheral direction which hinders the flow in peripheral direction.
It's worth noting that, the transition process is simplified in this research. Only the axial velocity in the pool is considered which meets the Nusselt assumptions. Furthermore, the straight shape line is applied [25] [26] [27] [28] . During the calculation of pool, the sum of condensate pool flow and condensate wall film flow equals to the sum of the condensate flow before the local z direction distance. So, if the height of the pool is obtained, the condensate pool flow needs to update by the difference between the sum of the condensate flow and the condensate wall film flow above the height of the pool. In such a case, the local condensate pool height is achieved by condensate pool flow iteration and pool height iteration.
Heat and Mass Transfer Models
As a kind of non-condensable gas, air has a significant impact on condensation. Near the condensation wall, air and steam form a steam-gas mixture layer and the mass transfer process of condensation is deteriorated. The mixture layer increases mass transfer resistance and reduces the partial pressure of steam. A lot of studies have been deeply given on mass transfer resistance, and several typical formulas were proposed. By empirical method, in steam stagnation environment, Uchida et al. [31] obtained a formula relating the heat and mass transfer overall coefficient and non-condensable mass concentration. Rose [32] obtained the vapor-liquid interfacial mass transfer coefficient by approximate theoretically-based equations for a vapor-gas mixture flow based on similar dimensionless heat and mass transfer. Nagae et al. [33, 34] proposed two interfacial mass transfer coefficient correlations for laminar mixture flow and turbulent flow based on experiments. RELAP5/MOD3.2 is a software using in nuclear industry, by which the interfacial mass transfer coefficient is obtained by analogy between heat and mass transfer based on the work of Nithianandan et al. [35] , Colburn et al. [36] . Peterson [37, 38] supplied a simple method to model interfacial mass transfer performance by derived condensation equivalent conduction coefficient, which contributes to experiment measurement greatly. Liao et al. [39] improved the method of condensation equivalent conduction coefficient originally derived on a molar basis by developing that parameter based on a mass basis, which includes effect of variable vapor-gas mixture molecular weights across the diffusion layer on mass diffusion. In this paper, the formula supplied by Nagae [33, 34] is used, which provides correlations for laminar mixture flow and turbulent flow based on experiments.
The energy equation at the interface of condensate film and steam-air mixture layer can be described as:
where h δ is pure condensation heat transfer coefficient from condensate film, h g is forced convection heat transfer coefficient, and m represents mass transfer rate in condensation process. T b is average temperature of steam-air mixture and T i is interface temperature of condensate film. T b,s is saturation temperature of steam for steam-air mixture, h m is equivalent heat transfer coefficient for mass transfer.
The diffusive mass transfer can be calculated by invoking experiment formula [33, 35] , which is widely applied in nuclear industry. The convective heat transfer coefficient during condensation can be calculated by classical force convective heat transfer formula. Defined Nu g as dimensionless heat transfer coefficient, Nu m as dimensionless equivalent heat transfer coefficient for mass transfer, and then under laminar flow condition:
where v g is average velocity of steam-air mixture, υ g represents viscosity of steam-air mixture and D is equivalent diameter of flat tube:
where λ s represents thermal conductivity of steam, p s represents partial pressure of steam and p a is partial pressure of non-condensable gas. The constant parameters in Equation (48) are:
Defined Re s as dimensionless steam velocity:
Under turbulent flows:
(53) The convection thermal boundaries are adopted by the aforementioned four kinds of air-side heat transfer coefficients in Section 2.1:
where h a is air-side heat transfer coefficient. T w is wall temperature. T a,Y is local air temperature, which can be calculated by grid based ε-NTU method along air flow direction.
Result and Discussion
Typical Case
During the simulation, the condenser wall temperature sets equal to the condensation temperature at any ambient condition. At the same boundary, by means bof the CFD simulations, the mass flow rate of cooling air and inlet air temperature of condensers can be obtained. If the mass flow rate of exhaust steam keeps constant, the condensation temperature t s can be calculated. This calculated t s should be equal to the specified one before simulation, otherwise, a new condensation temperature should be assumed. As can be seen, the numerical simulation is an iterative procedure. The flow chart for the simulation of thermo-flow performances of air-cooled condensers and the net power output of generating units is shown in the following Figure 5 . 
where ha is air-side heat transfer coefficient. Tw is wall temperature. Ta,Y is local air temperature, which can be calculated by grid based ε-NTU method along air flow direction.
Result and Discussion
Typical Case
During the simulation, the condenser wall temperature sets equal to the condensation temperature at any ambient condition. At the same boundary, by means bof the CFD simulations, the mass flow rate of cooling air and inlet air temperature of condensers can be obtained. If the mass flow rate of exhaust steam keeps constant, the condensation temperature ts can be calculated. This calculated ts should be equal to the specified one before simulation, otherwise, a new condensation temperature should be assumed. As can be seen, the numerical simulation is an iterative procedure. The flow chart for the simulation of thermo-flow performances of air-cooled condensers and the net power output of generating units is shown in the following Figure 5 . As observed, the condensate film distribution in tube inside space is non-uniform. In y direction along periphery of flat tube, most of the condensate flow is distributed in region of Y value less than 0.20 m located at the arc section of flat tube where the condensate pool is formed. The maximum value of the pool height is 1.25 mm, which shows much lower than arc radius of 9.5 mm, while the concentrate film thickness not belonging to liquid pool is less than 0.1 mm. That's because, in the direction of cooling air flow, the heat flux at the common border between fin and flat tube wall is larger compared to that in region of non-finned flat tube wall due to advanced heat transfer mechanism of fin. Moreover, at the initial position of fin, the air is only heated by non-fin arc region, and the flux at that border can be the largest. Then the condensation temperature at fin initial position dominates the chief characteristic parameter for anti-freezing requirement. The following discussions of freezing risk are all based on development of that parameter in z direction. As observed, the condensate film distribution in tube inside space is non-uniform. In y direction along periphery of flat tube, most of the condensate flow is distributed in region of Y value less than 0.20 m located at the arc section of flat tube where the condensate pool is formed. The maximum value of the pool height is 1.25 mm, which shows much lower than arc radius of 9.5 mm, while the concentrate film thickness not belonging to liquid pool is less than 0.1 mm. Figure 7 presents the four representative condensation temperatures for the four characteristic regions of the flat tube. It can be seen that in the y direction of the flat tube, the condensation temperature at the initial position of fin at Y = 0.2149 m is the lowest, even comparing with temperature at Y = 0.2301 m where condensate pool locates. That's because, in the direction of cooling air flow, the heat flux at the common border between fin and flat tube wall is larger compared to that in region of non-finned flat tube wall due to advanced heat transfer mechanism of fin. Moreover, at the initial position of fin, the air is only heated by non-fin arc region, and the flux at that border can be the largest. Then the condensation temperature at fin initial position dominates the chief characteristic parameter for anti-freezing requirement. The following discussions of freezing risk are all based on development of that parameter in z direction.
For a typical case with the inlet steam flow of 34.5 kg/h, non-condensable air flow of 0.0139 × 2/10,000 kg/s, back pressure of 10 kPa, windward velocity of 0.5 m/s, the volume flowrate of air is 1 m 3 /s and environment temperature of −20 °C, the three dimensional distribution of condensate film thickness is obtained, as shown in Figure 6 .
As observed, the condensate film distribution in tube inside space is non-uniform. In y direction along periphery of flat tube, most of the condensate flow is distributed in region of Y value less than 0.20 m located at the arc section of flat tube where the condensate pool is formed. The maximum value of the pool height is 1.25 mm, which shows much lower than arc radius of 9.5 mm, while the concentrate film thickness not belonging to liquid pool is less than 0.1 mm. It can be concluded that the temperature of condensate water pool should not be focus of freezing issues, due to the little condensate film thermal resistance. For common border between fin and base wall of flat tube, the thermal flux is advanced by fin which can be regarded as the dangerous position. It can be seen that, in z direction from 10 m to 0 m, the characteristic condensation temperature decreases, while the gas concentration increases progressively. In Figure 8a , the non-condensation gas concentration far away from steam inlet is very low in the steam flow direction. Meanwhile only near the condensation end region, the concentration begins to increase rapidly and progressively. That's because, with the regularly decreased steam flow, when the inlet non-condensable gas concentration is very low as 2.2/10,000, the non-condensable gas concentration will not increase sharply until the quantity effect of air becomes remarkable at the end of condensation process. As also observed, the condensation temperature drops with the increased gas concentration in steam flow direction. Figure 8b shows that, at the end section of condensation, when condensation temperature reaches the freezing point, it becomes a constant value after that position which is determined as the starting point of freezing. What's more, Figure 8b It can be seen that, in z direction from 10 m to 0 m, the characteristic condensation temperature decreases, while the gas concentration increases progressively. In Figure 8a , the non-condensation gas concentration far away from steam inlet is very low in the steam flow direction. Meanwhile only near the condensation end region, the concentration begins to increase rapidly and progressively. That's because, with the regularly decreased steam flow, when the inlet non-condensable gas concentration is very low as 2.2/10,000, the non-condensable gas concentration will not increase sharply until the quantity effect of air becomes remarkable at the end of condensation process. As also observed, the condensation temperature drops with the increased gas concentration in steam flow direction. Figure 8b shows that, at the end section of condensation, when condensation temperature reaches the freezing point, it becomes a constant value after that position which is determined as the starting point of freezing. What's more, Figure 8b presents the horizontal freezing line, which implies the forward freezing position with the decreased steam flow. 
Effects of Inlet Non-Condensable Gas Flow on Freezing Risk
The impacts of non-condensable gas are quantitatively analyzed on freezing risk of finned tube bundle, as shown in Figure 9 . As shown in Figure 9a , the air concentration at the position of freezing keeps constant with increasing of inlet steam flow. From Figure 9b , the outlet flow of the flat tube at an inlet gas flow of 0.0139 × 4/10,000 kg/s is twice that at the onset of freezing. Obviously, the air concentration at the position keeps constant as the non-condensable gas flow increases. Moreover, the freezing risk is determined by intensive parameters such as back pressure, windward velocity, environment air temperature, while the inlet gas flow has nearly no effects on changing the critical freezing gas concentration.
keeps
In practical engineering, the non-condensable gas will be extracted from low pressure system by vacuum pump, so the non-condensable gas concentration near the extraction point is highly concentrated. For anti-freezing of finned tube bundle, the outlet non-condensable gas concentration should be lower the critical value under the given boundary conditions. Alternatively, the outlet flow should be higher than the critical value. As noticed, since the outlet flow is limited by vacuum pump performance and can be directly measured in power plant, the critical freezing outlet flow is adopted based on the anti-freezing principle. Figure 9b shows that critical freezing outlet flow increases linearly as the non-condensable gas flow increases. As observed, with the increment of noncondensable gas flow as 0.0139 × 1/10,000 kg/s, the critical freezing outlet flow increases about 0.00002390 kg/s. In practical engineering, the non-condensable gas will be extracted from low pressure system by vacuum pump, so the non-condensable gas concentration near the extraction point is highly concentrated. For anti-freezing of finned tube bundle, the outlet non-condensable gas concentration should be lower the critical value under the given boundary conditions. Alternatively, the outlet flow should be higher than the critical value. As noticed, since the outlet flow is limited by vacuum pump performance and can be directly measured in power plant, the critical freezing outlet flow is adopted based on the anti-freezing principle. Figure 9b shows that critical freezing outlet flow increases linearly as the non-condensable gas flow increases. As observed, with the increment of non-condensable gas flow as 0.0139 × 1/10,000 kg/s, the critical freezing outlet flow increases about 0.00002390 kg/s.
Effects of Ambient Temperature on Freezing Risk
Generally, the finned tube bundles may face freezing risk when the ambient temperature is lower than the critical water freezing point. With the fixed inlet non condensable gas-air flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, back pressure of 10 kPa corresponding to saturation temperature of 45.8 • C, and the windward velocity of 0.5 m/s, the condensation of steam air mixture in finned flat tube at various ambient temperature is calculated, as shown in Figure 10 .
Generally, the finned tube bundles may face freezing risk when the ambient temperature is lower than the critical water freezing point. With the fixed inlet non condensable gas-air flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, back pressure of 10 kPa corresponding to saturation temperature of 45.8 °C, and the windward velocity of 0.5 m/s, the condensation of steam air mixture in finned flat tube at various ambient temperature is calculated, as shown in Figure 10 .
As can be seen, with decreasing of environment temperature, critical outlet steam-air mixture flow rises with the decreased air temperature, which implies that the freezing risk will occur if the output from vacuum pump is less than the critical value. Additionally, the critical freezing outlet flow ascents linearly as the ambient temperature drops. With 1 °C decrement of ambient temperature, the critical value increases 0.00003690 kg/s. 
Effects of Windward Velocity on Freezing Risk
The freezing risk aggravates when the wind speed increases. With fixed inlet non-condensable gas flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, back pressure of 10 kPa corresponding to saturation temperature of 45.8 °C, and ambient temperature of −20 °C, the condensation of steam-air mixture in finned flat tube is obtained at various windward velocities. Figure 11 shows the critical freezing outlet flow versus windward velocity. As can be seen, the critical outlet steam-air mixture flow rises linearly with the increased windward velocity. With 0.1 m/s increase of the windward velocity, the critical freezing outlet flow increases 0.00008445 kg/s. Furthermore, if the windward velocity is set, the residual anti-freezing capacity of finned flat tube can be obtained by comparing the practical outlet flow extracted by vacuum pump and the critical value. In order to meet the anti-freezing requirement, windward velocity must be chosen carefully for ACC in power plants. As can be seen, with decreasing of environment temperature, critical outlet steam-air mixture flow rises with the decreased air temperature, which implies that the freezing risk will occur if the output from vacuum pump is less than the critical value. Additionally, the critical freezing outlet flow ascents linearly as the ambient temperature drops. With 1 • C decrement of ambient temperature, the critical value increases 0.00003690 kg/s.
The freezing risk aggravates when the wind speed increases. With fixed inlet non-condensable gas flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, back pressure of 10 kPa corresponding to saturation temperature of 45.8 • C, and ambient temperature of −20 • C, the condensation of steam-air mixture in finned flat tube is obtained at various windward velocities. Figure 11 shows the critical freezing outlet flow versus windward velocity. As can be seen, the critical outlet steam-air mixture flow rises linearly with the increased windward velocity. With 0.1 m/s increase of the windward velocity, the critical freezing outlet flow increases 0.00008445 kg/s. Furthermore, if the windward velocity is set, the residual anti-freezing capacity of finned flat tube can be obtained by comparing the practical outlet flow extracted by vacuum pump and the critical value. In order to meet the anti-freezing requirement, windward velocity must be chosen carefully for ACC in power plants. 
Effects of Back Pressure on Freezing Risk
In practical engineering of the power generating unit, the turbine back pressure is usually increased for the anti-freezing of ACC. So the effects of the back pressure on anti-freezing of ACC are specifically studied, with the fixed inlet non-condensable gas flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, ambient temperature of −20 °C, and windward velocity of 0.5 m/s, as shown in Figure 12 .
The critical outlet steam-air mixture flow decreases with a decreased gradient as the turbine back pressure increases. Besides, the average value decreases 0.00001428 kg/s as turbine back pressure varies from 10 kPa to 25 kPa. Moreover, for practical operation of ACC in cold winter, the gauge pressures of low pressure devices such as steam turbine and air-cooled condenser, are stable due to the huge pressure difference between the environment pressure and the turbine back pressure. Consequently, the anti-freezing back pressure can be calculated with the fixed non-condensable air flow, ambient temperature and windward velocity. 
Effects of Fin Thickness on Freezing Risk
The lowest temperature locates at the interaction between initial fin and base wall of flat tube due to the massive heat flux. Generally, the increased fin thickness can lower down the thermal flux, so the effects of fin thickness on freezing risk are investigated, with the fixed inlet non condensable 
Effects of Back Pressure on Freezing Risk
In practical engineering of the power generating unit, the turbine back pressure is usually increased for the anti-freezing of ACC. So the effects of the back pressure on anti-freezing of ACC are specifically studied, with the fixed inlet non-condensable gas flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, ambient temperature of −20 • C, and windward velocity of 0.5 m/s, as shown in Figure 12 .
Effects of Fin Thickness on Freezing Risk
The lowest temperature locates at the interaction between initial fin and base wall of flat tube due to the massive heat flux. Generally, the increased fin thickness can lower down the thermal flux, so the effects of fin thickness on freezing risk are investigated, with the fixed inlet non condensable gas-air flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, ambient temperature of −20 • C, back pressure of 10 kPa and windward velocity of 0.5 m/s. The critical freezing outlet flow versus fin thickness is shown in Figure 13 .
Energies 2017, 10, 1872 17 of 20 gas-air flow of 0.000002778 kg/s, ambient temperature of −20 °C, back pressure of 10 kPa and windward velocity of 0.5 m/s. The critical freezing outlet flow versus fin thickness is shown in Figure 13 . Figure 13 shows that the critical outlet steam air mixture flow decreases with the increased fin thickness, implying the weakened freezing risk. As further pointed out, if the fin thickness increases 0.01 mm, the average critical freezing outlet flow decreases 0.00001370 kg/s. 
Adjustment of Critical Freezing Outlet Flow
The impacts from the aforementioned dominant variables on the critical freezing outlet flow are quantitatively summarized in Table 1 . As observed, the fin thickness and windward velocity have more obvious effects on the anti-freezing of finned tube bundle, compared with the other three factors.
In practical engineering, some limitations should be taken into account. As a result, increasing the fin thickness stands for the most preferential anti-freezing measure, since the heat flux could be reduced directly, whereas takes little difficulties on manufacture and installation. Additionally, decreasing the fan rotating rate can be adopted in superiority since the windward velocity is lowered down greatly. Furthermore, the adjustment of back pressure could be realized by control logic, which can also achieve the anti-freezing of ACC in power plants. While the ambient temperature belongs to the non-control parameter. As for the non-condensable gas concentration, it is generally determined by gas tightness of air-cooled condenser which cannot be improved timely, thus the anti-freezing of ACC may not be reached flexibly. However, as must be pointed out, if the outlet mixture of condenser can be controlled directly in the future, the anti-freezing can be achieved very well on basis of the anti-freezing principle of cold end system. 
Conclusions
Freezing risk of ACC is of great concern on frozen days, so its study benefits the safe and energetic operation of ACCs in power generating units. In this research, physical and mathematical models for finned flat tubes are developed, and besides the steam-air condensation and the thermoflow performances of cooing air are obtained. For air-side modeling, four kinds of local heat transfer coefficients are calculated, which provide the convective thermal boundary conditions for modeling of the steam-air mixture condensation. The adjustment principle of critical freezing outlet flow is proposed, according to the impacts of the dominant factors. The main findings of this research are outlined as follows: Figure 13 shows that the critical outlet steam air mixture flow decreases with the increased fin thickness, implying the weakened freezing risk. As further pointed out, if the fin thickness increases 0.01 mm, the average critical freezing outlet flow decreases 0.00001370 kg/s.
Adjustment of Critical Freezing Outlet Flow
Conclusions
Freezing risk of ACC is of great concern on frozen days, so its study benefits the safe and energetic operation of ACCs in power generating units. In this research, physical and mathematical models for finned flat tubes are developed, and besides the steam-air condensation and the thermo-flow performances of cooing air are obtained. For air-side modeling, four kinds of local heat transfer coefficients are calculated, which provide the convective thermal boundary conditions for modeling of the steam-air mixture condensation. The adjustment principle of critical freezing outlet flow is proposed, according to the impacts of the dominant factors. The main findings of this research are outlined as follows:
(1) The condensate film on inner flat tube wall has a non-uniform distribution and most of the condensate is formed in the arc region. However, the maximum film thickness at the condensate pool is small, which has little impact on the freezing risk. The lowest temperature occurs at the initial position of the flat fin, resulting from the non-condensable gas collection and big air-side heat capacity. (2) An adjustment principle of critical freezing outlet flow is proposed. If the outflow of low pressure system is higher than the critical freezing outlet flow, the freezing risk of finned tube bundle can be prevented for ACCs. What's more, the anti-freezing capacity can be calculated referring to the critical freezing value. (3) Anti-freezing measures of ACCs are given. In practical engineering, increasing the fin thickness and decreasing the fan rotating speed are proposed as a priority. Besides, increasing the back pressure based on the control logic could also be adopted. However, the adjustment of outlet steam-air flow may not be recommended due to the fixed sealing performance of cold end system.
